
OVER 25 YEARS OF LASER AND MULTIMEDIA SHOW ENTERTAINMENT



ABOUT US
KVANT SHOW PRODUCTION is more than just a leader in 
the laser entertainment industry. We have been creating 
extraordinary experiences for over 25 years, with satisfied clients 
from more than 60 countries. We go above and beyond just 
laser shows. Our award-winning show production services offer 
complex multimedia shows, kinetic light shows, 3D video & laser 
mapping, video projections, holographic projections, LED screen 
projections, water screen projections and more. 

Our company provides even more new services, such as 
multimedia installations, multimedia showroom services, tour 
support and equipment hire.

We can design and realize anything from small installations, big 
festival stages to dome projections or city festivals. Anything 
you can think of, we can do it! Our shows are always customer-
driven, innovative and professional. Our qualified team based in 
Bratislava, Slovakia is always ready to design a perfect show, in 
whatever location the show may be.



Throughout the years our work in multimedia and especially 
laser shows and projections, has won numerous international 
awards. Almost every year, we receive prestigious awards from 
the leading international association ILDA, often in multiple 
categories since 2010. 

 

In 2021, we also won many awards from other international 
associations such as Eventex Awards, MUSE Creative Awards a 
NYX Marcom Awards. All these awards were about our brand-
new multimedia showroom, which is full of the newest laser and 
multimedia technologies that serve as an illustration of our skills 
and technological forwardness for our clients. 

AWARDS



CULTURE &  
ENTERTAINMENT
NEW YEAR’S EVES

Ours most frequently realized productions 
in this field include its indoor and outdoor 
performances for theatres, film festivals, awards 
ceremonies, city and metropolitan festivities, 
various cultural annual festivities and spectacular 
New Year’s Eve celebrations. It is appropriate to 
apply a comprehensive multimedia show to all 
these areas, which can attract a large number of 
spectators of all ages.





 
NEW  
YEAR’S 
EVES
New Year’s Eve celebrations literally require a spectacular 
welcome of the arrival of the new year, and therefore the 
multimedia show for such events is undoubtedly perfect. 
Our modern technologies and their provision enable the use 
of equipment and technology even during adverse winter 
weather and various weather conditions.

CULTURE AND ENTERTAINMENT



 
ANNIVERSARY 
CEREMONIES
The various annual celebrations are also an excellent opportunity to point 
out a significant historical event, in a unique and engaging way, anywhere. 
Round and significant anniversaries demand it.

CULTURE AND ENTERTAINMENT



CITIES  
CEREMONIES

Each city has something specific and unique. 
If it is made visible, attractive and presented 
in a suitable way, it will guarantee its greater 
attendance, even repeated.
The right and gradual dosing of individual 
components and elements of a multimedia 
show will achieve uniqueness and originality, 
which affects the emotions. This makes the 
show unforgettable and easy to remember.

CULTURE AND ENTERTAINMENT



Our favourite projection is a 3D video and 
laser mapping to various cultural heritage 
objects such as castles, chateaux, manors, 
rock formations, monuments, museums, 
galleries and similar historical objects. 
 
Old objects have a past, which offers 
excellent opportunities to incorporate 
them into the time story of the projection. 
The result is impressive and unique 
performances, during which historical  
objects come to life and offer a unique 
experience in the form of audio-visual 
projection.

CULTURAL 
HERITAGE
MUSEUMS & GALLERIES



MONU 
MENTS
CULTURAL HERITAGE

Despite its small area, Slovakia has many different 
and important cultural heritage sites. With the 
help of this domestic advantage, we have learned 
to approach the production and design of these 
buildings in the right way, which has helped us in 
other applications worldwide.



 
CASTLES & 
CHATEAUX

Castles, chateaux and manors are perfect places for 
various projections. Thanks to its surroundings, charming 

and picturesque location, which is often set in a natural 
environment. At the same time, they stand out from a 

distance, thanks to their elevated position.

CULTURAL HERITAGE



Custom fixed installations

SPORT
Sport is a very popular area for masses of viewers who are directly 

involved in the event or watch it on TV. Our specialities include 
production in large open or closed stadiums of all type. We 

can make various projections using our imaging and projection 
equipment on various surfaces. Ice rinks, lawns in stadiums, clay on 
cross-country trails or on tennis courts are perfect projection areas. 

Our screenings often enrich various sports competitions in such 
places. In a non-traditional way, they diversify the entire competition 

event, make it specific and give it a touch of uniqueness.

COMPETITIONS



SPORT 
EXHIBITION 
PERFORM.
Various sports exhibition performances are a great opportunity 
to realize multimedia shows or various screenings. The attributes 
are an exceptional event, an attractive exhibition performance, a 
large number of spectators and often a specific space. And finally, 
especially fun and unique experiences that should have the status 
of unforgettable and unrepeatable.

During various sports in competitions, it is also appropriate to 
display results, times, points, etc. in the form of dynamic or static 
text, which is easily visible on various surfaces (snow, sand, grass, 
etc.) thanks to powerful laser beams.



CEREMONIALS
We have perhaps the most experience with different types of 
ceremonies and Grand Prixes. These are events where the realization 
of multimedia shows and other projections literally demands its place. 
Some ceremonies are held only once in their era - they are mostly 
opening events of various stadiums, circuits, sports games, sports 
arenas, etc. Therefore, they are unique. And that’s why to make them 
even more spectacular and memorable.

SPORT



OPENING 
CEREMONIES
SPORT

Our professional team has many years of worldwide experience 
with the implementation of multimedia shows at sports competitions, 
opening ceremonies, world championships and cups in the field of 
football, ice hockey, volleyball, athletics, etc. We have passion for it 
and we can amplify it with our production.



Music is an integral part of every multimedia show, 
projection and performance. It forms a component 

that perfectly complements, enhances and perceives 
the experience. Without it, no show would be a show.

 

Our favourite venues include large open-air music 
festivals, indoor music and dance events, nightclubs 

and discos, concerts of music groups and solo 
performers, as well as various ceremonial music 

awards and ceremonies.

 

Large stages at summer open-air music festivals 
blend perfectly with massive laser shows and take 

the whole experience to a new level.

MUSIC
OPEN AIR FESTIVALS
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Indoor events take place in various spaces such as 
halls, congress centres, stadiums, exhibition pavilions, 
etc. In terms of genre, they are almost borderless and 
based on their type, we can adapt our technique and 
production to any performance or concert.

We mainly carry out various projections on the main 
stage, but we are also able to make other ancillary 
installations in the indoor and outdoor areas of the event 
(outdoor light signs, indoor lighting, etc.).

INDOOR 
PARTIES
MUSIC



DJs and live performances by producers of electronic 
dance music, which have the character of a concert, are 
currently included among the concerts and tours. The 
tours of such performances are very popular today and are 
visited by masses of people. Combined with perfect light, 
laser and video projection, it is literally a feast for the eyes.
We are extremely pleased and honoured that some of the 
world’s DJs, performers, producers and bands are regularly 
asking for our services.

CONCERTS 
& TOURS

MUSIC



TV broadcasting is mainly carried out by television studios, in which we 
directly realize our installations of individual projections. In this form, 
various TV shows, competition performances in the field of dance, 
singing, musical performances and ceremonial awards on the occasion 
of various awards are broadcast. They are rarely broadcast and are 
therefore exceptional.

We can also implement temporary equipment of TV studios for live 
broadcasting or filming of various knowledge competitions, where 
it is appropriate to place various lighting installations. These are 
programmed at short intervals and provide an emotional charge 
throughout the competition in an effective and engaging way. The 
viewer thus survives the entire TV show even more.

TV
CEREMONY AWARDS



The competition performances within the TV show are created for 
complex multimedia shows within the dramaturgy of the program and 
at the same time as additional parts to the competition performances 
of their participants. In this way, they are able to combine their diverse 
performances with audio-visual elements that enhance the whole show as 
well as the experience.

During one talent competition, we impressed the judges with our special 
effect show. The dance group Mirror Family reached the finals together with 
our laser show, and since then this performance has been very popular and 
in-demand among our clients all over the world.

COMPETITION  
PERFORM.

TV



DANCE 
PERFORMANCE SHOW

Dance as a form of art or as a competitive discipline is a suitable area for the use of various forms of 
projections due to its diversity and new trends. It is popular and new dance groups are constantly 
emerging all over the world. Even dancers should stand out from their competition and take 
something new, unconventional and appealing.

We have many years of experience in dance projection and even prestigious international awards. 
With a suitable musical selection, special costumes, perfect choreography, professional dancers 
and perfect programming and synchronization of the entire dance show, one complete work of art 
will be created, which combines elements of the art of modern technologies.



Art can also be connected by science and multimedia 
elements. The organizers of various city festivals and events 
focusing on visual arts and light regularly address us with 
requests for various projections, installations and lighting of 
parts of works of art.

In addition, within our multimedia installations, we directly 
support other artists, who are often their designers, and 
in cooperation with them, we provide them with our 
equipment.

Ours most frequently used form of cooperation is the field of 
visual art, music art, dance art, choreographic art, work with 
light, glass, mirrors and other optical elements.

ART
EVENTS & INSTALLATIONS



As we draw our own inspiration from the field of science, we also support this area 
of our applications with interest. We realize multimedia shows as well as multimedia 
installations at various domestic and foreign scientific events and festivals, which 
are intended for the general public. Their goal is to popularize science, especially 
in an entertaining way.
 
We can offer such forms of shows and projections that are scientific in themselves 
and in an experiential way bring their expressive value closer to the audience.

SCIENCE & 
POPULARIZATION
EVENTS



Astronomy is currently one of the increasingly popular areas and 
planetariums are among the places where this activity takes place. We 
also know and can offer, design and implement various projections, 
installations and even high-performance display projectors in this venue.

We are the first in Slovakia to have our own mobile planetarium, with a 
diameter of up to 20 meters and with a unique 360-degree spherical 
projection. This planetarium is especially suitable for astronomical 
events, but also for exceptional corporate events.

ASTRONOMY & 
PLANETARIUMS

SCIENCE & POPULARIZATION



Corporate events are among the most frequently used venues 
of applications of various projections or complete multimedia 
shows. Companies and their products need to be visible through 
advertising, to present themselves at various events and also to 
thank and reward their employees. 

Thanks to our long-term experiences in this field, we can arrange 
and design any corporate event, including corporate parties with 
personalities, corporate presentations, corporate promotional 
events, product launches, gala awards by corporate sponsors, 
anniversaries of large companies and many others.

CORPORATE 
EVENTS
GALA AWARDS CEREMONIES
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At all corporate events, their importance at the venue is important in the first 
place, so we can implement our projections in smaller spaces, in large halls,  
outdoors and even at unique places. 

COMPANY 
ANNIVERSARIES
CORPORATE EVENTS



The anniversary of the company is one of the important milestones 
during its existence and operation on the market. Therefore, it is a 
unique opportunity to attract attention and at the same time thanks 
for your previous support, either to the employees themselves, but 
mainly to customers and partners.

EVENTS &  
PARTIES
CORPORATE EVENTS



AUTOMOTIVE 
INDUSTRY
PRODUCT LAUNCH

Modern cars require modern technology and presentations. Based on 
our previous experience, satisfied and most regular clients, we can 
always push the boundaries of car presentations higher.

With the help of our technologies, we can move the car in static form 
and show it in motion. Its lines can be seen reflecting a stream of 
raindrops, sparks can fly from its chassis, smoke can rise from its tires ... 
But the car is still parked. Of course, all visual effects are synchronized 
with the sound component in the form of music, noises and effects.



EXHIBITIONS  
& FAIRS
BOOTHS & PAVILIONS

Do you need to differentiate your stand or the entire pavilion at the 
exhibition or fair from others and thus show off the appearance of their 
dozens of designs? Do you want to make it stand out?

We also regularly take part in international exhibitions and fairs and 
we are exhibitors as well.  Thus, we know exactly who we need to be 
different from, visible to be unique. Hundreds of thousands of people 
went through our installations and people from almost the whole world 
saw our projections. We can always surprise with something new and 
enchant with something breath-taking.

We are honoured to be able to realize the Slovak exposition and stand 
at the EXPO Astana 2017 exhibition, which was even awarded a silver 
medal for exhibition design.



MULTIMEDIA 
INSTALLATIONS
OUTDOOR

Multimedia installation is a creative combination of various media 
such as text, graphics, animation, lights, images, video and sound. It 
can incorporate a variety of artistic disciplines such as graphic design, 
visual art, music, etc., as well as scientific disciplines such as physics, 
optics, mechanics and more. 

They are suitable for various events, such as festivals with the 
theme of light, optics, etc., typically presented as art installations. We 
provide solutions for cities, town festivals, parks, public spaces, tourist 
attractions, bridges, castle courtyards, film festivals, architectural goals 
and any other place where you need to make something special.  



ART
MULTIMEDIA INSTALATIONS

Art multimedia installations can be both temporary and 
permanent. Indoor and outdoor as well. We provide solutions for 
museums, public buildings, retail spaces, exhibition stands, and 
wherever else you want to put on a show. We also provide all 
the materials, installation and post-installation support if needed.



We don’t have an ordinary showroom only but multimedia and 
multifunctional space. A place for us to meet but more importantly 
to show all the possibilities available to you. A brand new, 
comprehensively equipped studio that you won’t want to leave! 

The multimedia showroom offers many more possibilities thanks to 
all the technology on hand. The showroom can be used for various 
conferences, filming video clips, adverts, TV spots, concerts and DJ 
performances. We can work on recorded video in our post-production 
or we can prepare the showroom for live online streaming for which 
we have received prestigious international awards. 

Choosing online streaming has proven to be a great option and 
thanks to the endless configuration possibilities to use our multimedia 
showroom as a broadcasting studio, we have added it to our services.  

MULTIMEDIA 
SHOWROOM
EVENTS & ONLINE STREAMING



DJS & 
BANDS
Our multimedia showroom is an ideal place 
for DJ sets and performances as well. It 
offers technical facilities such as lighting 
and projection technology, sound and good 
acoustics. During these performances, 
our showroom is transformed to have the 
looks and sounds of an elite nightclub, all of 
which can be streamed direct to people’s 
homes. This form of online streaming during 
pandemic even has won us prestigious 
international awards. 

MULTIMEDIA SHOWROOM



Big festivals and stages

EQUIPMENT 
HIRE & TOUR 
SUPPORT
No matter where you started or where you’re heading, we 
can be there with full tour support worldwide. We provide 
light and multimedia shows which meet the high demands 
of world touring bands, projects, performers, DJs, dance 
performances and similar. 
The key to our success is top-of-the-line equipment in the 
right hands. Every event requires different technology and 
equipment. Therefore, we have a wide selection in stock, 
which we offer road-ready with tour support. 



Recently, there has been worldwide demand for entertainment 
centres and virtual reality parks. They are used for the general 
public, family visits and school excursions. Our intention is to 
popularize science in a fun way and thus create a fusion between 
entertainment, art and education.

Using modern technologies, we implement various multimedia 
installations that are not only visually appealing but also 
educational. Visitors discover various areas in an entertaining 
and playful way, which are also presented in an attractive and 
understandable way for small children.

SCIENCE AND 
ENTERTRAINMENT 
PARKS
INTERACTIVE INSTALLATIONS





We can implement science, amusement and VR parks 
completely according to the requirements - from their 
design, development and production of installations to 

assembly and service. We have many years of experience 
with physics and its most compelling part, which is light. 

We materialize our knowledge into unique, engaging, 
entertaining and educational exhibits with enough 

interactivity to be attractive to all ages.

SCIENCE & ENTERTAINMENT PARKS



CLIENTS



KVANT SHOW PRODUCTION
Odborarska 23, 831 02 Bratislava 

Slovakia, Europe 
 

showproduction@kvant.sk 
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